I<3U

A love story by R.M.J.Patry

PAGE ONE (four panels)
Panel 1: A giant thought bubble that contains a trio of moments:
-A young boy--I (8)--presents a young girl--U (8)--with a
heart-shaped box.
-U & I skip and hold hands.
-U leans in to kiss I on the cheek.
Panel 2: The thought bubble that is panel 1 springs from I’s head
as he lies in bed with a smile on his face. Next to his bed is a
nightstand with a lamp, a yellow greeting card and a digital clock.
The latter of the three objects reads, “6:59AM”.
Panel 3: Focus on the yellow greeting card--which features a cartoon
bumblebee with hearts for eyes smiling beneath the words, “BEE
MINE”--and the digital alarm clock, it’s numbers glowing, “7:00AM”.
1 SFX: >BEE-BEE-BEEP<

PAGE TWO (panels)
1

Panel 1: I sits up in bed, wide-eyed and grinning from ear-to-ear,
as he taps the top of the digital alarm clock.
2 SFX: >tac<
Panel 2: I sits at the kitchen table, shoveling cereal into his
mouth with one hand while his other hand writes in the yellow
greeting card.
Panel 3: The message I wrote on the inside of the yellow greeting
card reads, “2 U, <3 I”. The letter “U” is a little wobbly and the
heart is lopsided.
Panel 4: I smirks with forced confidence and a raised eyebrow.
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PAGE THREE (splash page)
The page is split vertically down the middle by a residential street
flanked by simple homes. On the far left, a house addressed “13347”;
on the far right, one addressed “13346”. The walkways of the two
houses lead to the curbs of the street in the center. Snow gently
tumbles, the sun shines bright. Bundled up in his winter coat, tuke
and mitts, I leaps down the stairs of 13347, a bright yellow “BEE
MINE” card in his right hand. U, also sporting winter gear, hops
down the stairs of 13346.
1 CAPTION: VALENTINE’S DAY.
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PAGE FOUR (five panels)
Panel 1: On the sidewalk in front of 13346, U smiles and waves at
the next panel.
1 U: Hi, I!
Panel 2: On the sidewalk in front of 13347, I smiles wide while
waving a hand at the previous panel. Unfortunately, he waves the
hand which holds the yellow “BEE MINE” greeting card.
2 I: Hi, U!
Panel 3: I has noticed he’s revealed his yellow greeting card.
3 I: Whoops!
Panel 4: Now hiding the yellow “BEE MINE” greeting card behind his
back--and the two kids on the same concrete tablet of sidewalk--I
stands before U, awkwardly smiling while she twists her booted toe
in the snow. He sweats bullets as hearts flutter between them.
4 I: Happy Va-Panel 5: A school bus has pulled up to the curb.
5 SFX: >beep-beep<
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PAGE FIVE (three panels)
Panel 1: The inside of U’s & I’s 2nd grade classroom. Pink paper
airplanes and puppy love fill the air as THE TEACHER (late 20s-early
30s) watches as her students roam freely through the aisles of desks
to distribute their cards and treats to special someones and best
friends. At the front of the class, U sits at her desk preoccupied
with staring at I, he himself preoccupied with the message he’s
printed in the “BEE MINE” greeting card. Compared to his peers’
heart-shaped boxes and oversized novelty valentines, his card is
measly at best.
Panel 2: The message I wrote on the inside of the yellow greeting
card: “2 U, <3 I”. The letter “U” is a little wobbly and the heart
is lopsided.
Panel 3: Close up of I’s face, concerned.
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PAGE SIX (five panels)
Panel 1: The eraser of I’s pencil strips the wobbly letter “U” from
the yellow card.
Panel 2: Close up of I’s face, determined.
Panel 3: The inside of the yellow card: the letter “U” somehow looks
worse than before.
Panel 4: Close up of I’s face, unimpressed.
Panel 5: With the yellow greeting card held in his hands, I stands
up from his chair.
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PAGE SEVEN (five panels)
Panel 1: U smiles.
Panel 2: I smiles at the previous panel.
Panel 3: An arm reaches into frame to shove I off balance. The yellow
greeting card slips from his fingers.
Panel: A tall, strong-jawed classmate in a sports jersey--V
(8)--presents the reader with a large, pink-and-red, heart-themed
teddy bear that practically pushes I into the background.
1 V: Happy Valentine’s Day, U!
Panel 4: Close up of the yellow “BEE MINE” greeting card lying on
the classroom floor, sullied by a footprint.
Panel 5: With a saddened expression on his face, I crawls on
all-fours and reaches for the yellow greeting card on the floor.
In the background, V hugs U. She looks at I, disappointed.
U: Uhm--happy Valentine’s Day, V.
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PAGE EIGHT (splash page)
The school bus is filled with rowdy kids of varying ages, all paired
up with their special someones or best friends, ruining their
suppers with chocolate and an assortment of heart-shaped candy.
U sits at the very back with her new teddy bear wedged between her
& V. She stares up at the front, at I, the only kid sitting alone,
across the aisle from the driver. Dejected, he obsesses over the
imperfections of the yellow greeting card.
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PAGE NINE (four panels)
Panel 1: With the muffler of the off-panel bus spewing fumes between
them, U stands in front of 13346 in the background, holding the
large pink-and-red teddy bear, watching I carry the dirty and
creased yellow greeting card toward the reader. His eyes are wide,
peering over his shoulder.
1 U: Happy Valentine’s Day, I.
Panel 2: I has turned around to face 13346, but U has already entered
her home.
2 I: Happy-Panel 3: I lets the yellow greeting card drop from his fingers.
3 I: --Valentine’s Day…
Panel 4: Close up of the imperfect “2 U, <3 I” message on the inside
of the yellow greeting card. Snowflakes have already begun to cover
it.
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PAGE TEN (four panels)
Panel 1: I lies in bed with heavy eyelids, clutching his pillow.
The clock next to his bed reads, “7:59PM”. A thought bubble springs
from his head…
1 I: >yawn<
2 I: I wish…
Panel 2: Thought bubble-shaped panel: I--taller, with broader
shoulders and a stronger jaw--has butt his way in front of the
surprised V to presents the impressed U with the yellow “BEE MINE”
greeting card.
3 BIG I: Happy Valentine’s Day, U! Will you be my valentine?
Panel 3: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U has jumped into the taller
I’s arms, hugging him tightly with the yellow greeting card in one
hand, smiling wide.
4 U: Yes!
Panel 4: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U kiss the bigger, better
I on the cheek. One of her arms is wrapped around his neck, the
yellow greeting card held in her hand.
5 U: I will!
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PAGE ELEVEN (panels)
Panel 1: Thought bubble-shaped panel: close up of the message
written on the inside of the yellow greeting card: the “2 U, <3
I” message is written impeccably.
Panel 2: Close up of pencil’s eraser rubbing against the letter
“U” written on the inside of a yellow greeting card.
Panel 3: A middle school cafeteria during lunch hour. Half of the
7th graders flock to the Valentine’s Day bake sale, half of the 8th
graders queue up for kissing booths and all the rest sit at tables
sharing meals for two. I (13) sits alone at a table seemingly cutoff
from all the others, obsessing over the message he’s written on
the inside of a yellow greeting card. U (13) sits at a cafeteria
table with V (13), who offers her a bouquet of flowers.
1 CAPTION: FIVE YEARS LATER…
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PAGE TWELVE (two panels)
Panel 1: The center of a dance floor in a banquet hall. U (18),
turning heads and stealing hearts in a smashing backless yellow
dress, dances with V (18) beneath disco light at the Senior Class
Valentine’s Ball. She’s distracted by I (18) sitting alone at a
table in the banquet hall, again obsessing over the message he’s
written on yet another yellow greeting card.
1 CAPTION: ANOTHER FIVE YEARS LATER…
Panel 2: I (23) sits alone at a table in a university library,
unimpressed with his penmanship on a yellow greeting card, loathing
himself for it. U (23) sits at a table surrounded by study mates
and books; she should be studying, but she gazes across the library
at I. V (23)--clad in his U of M letterman’s jacket--has plopped
a Valentine’s Day themed teddy bear, a giant card, a heart-shaped
box of chocolate and a bouquet of flowers on to the table. U’s study
mates swoon over V.
2 CAPTION: AND ANOTHER FIVE YEARS…
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PAGE THIRTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: I (28) sits alone at a table meant for two, his head propped
up by his fist, staring into his nearly empty pint glass in a busy
pub during happy hour. Leaflets on tables and a banner behind I
advertise “VALENTINE’S DAY SPECIAL ½ PRICE SHOTS ALL DAY TOMORROW!”
1 CAPTION: TODAY.
Panel 2: I’s attention us drawn off panel to:
2 U (OFF PANEL): I!
Panel 3: U (28) stands at the bar, waving at the previous panel.
3 U: Hey!
Panel 4: Caught off guard, I smiles awkwardly and sweats bullets
while staring at U, who now sits across from him at the table for
two with two pints in hand.
4 U: Need a refill?
5 I: Uh--oh, hey, U! I--uh--yeah, I do. Thanks!
Panel: U & I raise their full pint glasses.
6 U & I (SIMULTANEOUSLY): Cheers!
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PAGE FOURTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: U slides her chair closer to I’s.
1 U: So…are you up to anything special with someone special tomorrow?
2 I: Nah. Valentine’s Day’s never really been my thing. What about
you? Got any plans?
3 V (OFF PANEL): Yeah, she does!
Panel 2: V (28) has come between U & I, smirking and frowning at
the latter.
4 V: With her boyfriend.
5 I: Oh, hey, V.
6 V: S’this my beer?
7 U: No, it’s I’s.
Panel 3: V knocks one of the pint glasses over, spilling it on I.
8 V: I’s? Oops!
Panel 4: U frowns at V as he snickers at I, who walks into the crowd,
his fists clenched furiously.
9 U: What’s your issue?!?
10 I: No worries, U. I can get cleaned up in the bathroom.
11 V: And grab a few beers for me on your way back, would ya?
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PAGE FIFTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: In the pub’s bathroom, a shirtless I uses the hand
blow-dryer to dry his shirt.
1 I: >sigh<
Panel 2: I looks at his sinewy but skinny frame with a frown. A
thought bubble sprouts from his head, creating the next panel.
Panel 3: Thought bubble-shaped panel: a taller I with broad
shoulders and a strong jaw sits with U at the table for two.
Panel 4: Thought bubble-shaped panel: V comes between U & the taller
I, purposely knocking one of the pint glasses over and spilling
it on the latter.
2 V: Oops!
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PAGE SIXTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: Thought bubble-shaped panel: taller I stands up to V. U
stands between them, frowning at the latter.
1 U: What’s your issue?!?
2 BIG I: No worries, U. V’s had one too many--yet again. That’s
all.
3 BIG I: You’re cutoff for the night, bud. Leave before you do
something even dumber.
Panel 2: Thought bubble-shaped panel: V takes a swing at taller
I, but he blocks it.
4 V: Fuck you, you fuckin’-Panel 3: Thought bubble-shaped panel: taller I devastates V with
a right cross, knocking him off of his feet.
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PAGE SEVENTEEN (three panels)
Panel 1: Thought bubble-shaped panel: taller I holds his fist in
his hand as he glances over at U. She has placed a hand on his bicep.
Panel 2: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U & taller I lean in to kiss
each other.
Panel 3: A woman--J (25)--stumbles into the bathroom. Surprised,
I tries to shield his skinny torso with his half-dry shirt. The
previous thought bubble-shaped panel springs from his head.
1 I: Whoa, uh--occupied!
2 J: Oh shit, sorry! The door’s unlocked. And I didn’t think some
guy would be in here with his shirt off--not that I mind.
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PAGE EIGHTEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: I awkwardly tries to slide his arms into his shirt’s sleeves
while J looks him up and down with a smile.
1 J: What’re you doing?
2 I: Trying--and failing--to dry my shirt off because some dude
went out of his way to be a douche.
3 J: Aw, what a dickhead! Don’t you just hate them?
Panel 2: J has moved a step closer to I, still struggling to put
his shirt on.
4 J: Are you OK?
5 I: My ego’s a little bruised, but I’m fine.
6 J: Aw…
Panel 3: Focus on J’s hand sympathetically touching one of I’s
biceps.
7 J: Oh. Hm. You have really sexy arms.
8 I: You--you think so?
9 J: Yeah.
Panel 4: Close up of J’s hand rubbing I’s arm.
10 J (OFF PANEL): I do.
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PAGE NINETEEN (four panels)
Panel 1: U & V sit at the table for two, he searching the crowd
and she staring down at her pint glass.
1 V: Where th’hell’s a waitress in this damn place?
Panel 2: V speaks with a WAITRESS (24) as U picks up her eyes,
directing them at the next panel.
2 V: Finally! Th’hell took you so long?!?
3 WAITRESS: What can I get you?
4 V: A pint’a blonde!
Panel 3: Wearing his half-dry shirt, I is lead through the crowd
by the hand by J.
5 V (OFF PANEL): It took ya so long this time, make it four!
Panel 4: U squints at the previous panel and V chugs her pint.
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PAGE TWENTY (four panels)
Panel 1: U continues squinting and V continues drinking.
Panel 2: I & J stand at the bar, laughing.
Panel 3: I & J raise a shot glass to each other.
Panel 4: In the parking lot, V sits barely conscious in the
passenger’s seat of U’s car. U stands with the driver’s side door
open, looking over her shoulder at I & J getting into a taxi.
1 J: Your place or mine?
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PAGE TWENTY-ONE (four panels)
Panel 1: I & J enter her apartment, tearing each others clothes
off.
Panel 2: In the bedroom, J playfully pushes I onto her bed.
Panel 3: In a different bedroom, U struggles to help the barely
conscious V into their bed.
Panel 4: U lies with her back to the unconscious V, unimpressed.
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PAGE TWENTY-TWO (five panels)
Panel 1: U has shut her eyes and a thought bubble has sprung from
her head.
Panel 2: Thought bubble-shaped panel: in the pub, V spills a beer
on I, snickering.
1 V: Oops!
Panel 3: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U frowns at V, who frowns
back.
2 U: What’s your issue?!?
3 V: My issue’s findin’ my girlfriend sittin’ here with this fuckin’
dweeb!
4 U: I don’t know why I’ve put up with your shit for so long, V.
We’re done.
5 V: What’d you say?
Panel 4: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U frowns harder at V,
extremely angry.
6 U: I said, WE’RE DONE.
Panel 5: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U leads I toward the reader
by the hand. V stands in the crowd, angry and confused.
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PAGE TWENTY-THREE (four panels)
Panel 1: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U straddles I on her bed while
they kiss passionately.
1 U: I’ve wanted you for so long.
2 I: I’ve wanted you for so long. I’ve loved you forever.
3 U: I’ve loved you forever.
Panel 2: Thought bubble-shaped panel: U & I lie together between
the sheets of her bed, wrapped in each others arms, and smiling
from ear-to-ear. This thought bubble springs from the preceding
panels.
Panel 3: U lies in bed with her back to V, dreaming of lying with
I.
Panel 4: I lies in bed with his back to J, dreaming of lying with
U.
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